
LEGAL SPEND WITH NO SURPRISES

Creating value and increasing 

returns on investment
How Private Equity legal, deal and operating teams can use legal 

spend management technology to improve profitability at every 

stage of the fund’s lifecycle



Private Equity firms are naturally focused on optimising capital to ensure the best 

return on investment. However, a successful fund requires skillful management 

throughout its entire lifecycle. This means prioritising core operational levers such 

as cost optimisation all the way from fund inception through to deal making and 

portfolio management.

Building a clear legal spend management strategy can be one of many initiatives 

to ensure the strong performance of a fund. A recent study commissioned by 

Apperio found that US-based PE houses spent an average of $10.5m on legal 

fees, while their UK-based cousins spent an average of $8.6m on external legal 

counsel in 2019 alone. With such significant sums of money spent on external 

counsel, optimising the legal costs associated with every stage of the lifecycle of a 

fund is a critical issue for legal, deal and operating teams in Private Equity firms.

Apperio’s legal spend analytics and matter management platform helps many 

major Private Equity houses in the UK, US and Europe to reduce costs, ensure 

law firms are working efficiently and provide PE firms with the data necessary to 

manage legal spend in real time.
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Legal spend 
management and 
analytics, at every 
stage of the fund’s 

lifecycle

This guide demonstrates how Apperio may be used by legal, deal and operating 

teams to provide a complete legal spend management strategy for PE firms 

during the fundraising, deal making and portfolio management stages of the 

fund’s lifecycle. 

Fundraising

Deal making

Portfolio management

Apperio allows legal teams 

to increase returns through 

improved granularity and 

visibility of legal spend.

Apperio allows deal teams to ensure 

profitability through internal and 

external legal spend oversight.

Apperio allows operating 

managers to optimise value 

through visibility of ongoing 

legal spend.
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During fundraising, our PE clients have found that the legal work necessary to secure 

capital may not always be proportionate to the level of investment provided by each 

Limited Partner (LP). They tell us that a minority of side letters often cost far more 

than might typically be expected or justified.

With invoices often sent weeks after matters are completed, PE legal teams 

need a solution that helps them to proactively manage their spend by 

monitoring the costs associated with each matter, before the invoice stage. In 

our experience, in-house counsel could use this intelligence to discuss specific 

high-cost matters and where necessary, limit the scope of negotiations to 

prevent costs from overrunning.

Apperio helps Private Equity clients to do just that.

By connecting with law firms’ practice management systems, our legal spend 

analytics and matter management platform provides a direct view of in-progress and 

billed matters. This helps PE clients to aggregate the ongoing costs associated with 

fundraising, with a complete view of all work in progress.    

PE fundraising:
increasing returns through improved 
granularity and visibility of legal spend
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Whether acquiring privately-held companies or secondaries from pre-existing funds, 

deal teams will be working closely with outside counsel on highly bespoke, specialist 

M&A legal work. A recent study commissioned by Apperio found that the legal costs 

associated with a ‘typical’ acquisition can range from $50k to $1M, averaging $253k 

in the UK and $353k in the US. 

Our clients have found that deal teams are often hindered with a lack of visibility on 

the ongoing costs associated with legal work in progress, resulting in high fees that 

could have been avoided. With increasing internal and external scrutiny, deal teams 

will be under greater pressure to justify such significant costs being passed onto the 

fund.

A robust legal spend management strategy can help PE firms to optimise their legal 

spend and ensure law firms provide value for money on M&A transactions. 

Apperio’s legal spend analytics and matter management platform surfaces the real-

time data needed by legal, deal and finance teams to stay on top of their ongoing 

M&A costs. For example, this data allows PE firms to be proactive and take action 

to prevent unnecessary work being completed before it is invoiced. Improving 

the visibility of costs will also help deal teams to ensure law firms are applying the 

correct fee earner rates and estimating the costs of matters accurately.

PE deal making:
ensuring profitability through internal 
and external legal spend oversight 
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The buy-to-sell nature of Private Equity places high pressure on  operating partners 

to make changes quickly and maximise investment returns from the acquired 

businesses. We have observed that successful portfolio company leaders collaborate 

with PE house teams to optimise their company cash flow, increase profit margins, 

and achieve lean operations through streamlined costs and capabilities.

 

Our PE clients have found that having visibility of their portfolio companies’ ongoing 

legal spend allows them to find synergies and reduce spend on duplicate or related 

issues across their portfolio.

 

A joint legal spend management strategy also presents opportunities to benefit from 

economies of scale made possible through the volume-based discounts the PE firm 

has negotiated with key law firms.

Apperio’s legal spend analytics and matter tracking platform provides the visibility 

that Private Equity firms need to manage legal costs across their portfolio and 

in-house teams. This allows PE operating partners to analyse spend volumes and 

trends, identify economies of scale, enact longer-term process changes and find 

savings that increase the profitability of portfolio companies and maximise the 

returns for the Private Equity fund.

PE portfolio management:
optimising value through visibility of 
ongoing legal spend
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Prevent costs associated with fundraising and M&A activity from spiralling by staying on 

top of work in progress matters, from multiple firms, in a single source of truth.

Understand current and historic legal spend across all your law firms by using Apperio to 

carry out day-to-day forecasting and accurately budget for future expenditure.

Reduce your reliance on manual spreadsheets with an automated, fully auditable 

breakdown of your legal spend from all connected law firms.

Gain valuable insight on how law firms are performing against agreed KPIs and 

behaviours with Apperio’s real-time visibility of time entries.

Analyse historic spending patterns and drive long-term cost savings from your in-house 

and portfolio legal departments.

Manage large matters and projects.

Report, budget and forecast for legal spend effectively.

Improve auditing and regulatory compliance.

Manage law firm behaviours and KPIs.

Achieve deep cost savings from strategic, long-term change.

How Apperio can help

The Apperio legal spend management platform is specifically designed for in-house legal, deal and 

operating teams.

It uniquely connects with law firms’ practice management systems to provide a live view of all matters, 

including unbilled work-in-progress and invoiced matters. This helps PE firms to:
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Unlike eBilling solutions, which only provide visibility of invoiced 

matters that may have a lag of several months, Apperio provides 

instant visibility of both historic and unbilled legal spend data. 

This transforms how legal spend is managed and optimised, 

starting with the most important thing when managing spend - 

knowing how much you’re spending.

To book a demonstration of the platform and understand how 

Apperio could help manage your legal matters and reduce your 

spend, visit www.apperio.com and click ‘Find out more’.
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Contact us

www.apperio.com

Email: info@apperio.com

Tel: +44 (0)20 3778 0024

https://www.apperio.com/
http://www.apperio.com

